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ABSTRACT
The internet offers marketers a lot of benefits as a new communication and distribution
channel and also as markets themselves.

Consumer are also increasingly interested in an easy and convenient way of shopping.
However, few commercial success stories have been heard of

This ~aper discusses internet marketing reviewing literature related to core concepts and the
recent trends of marketing, demands for changes in marketing thinking and also the
frameworks suggested for understanding internet marketing.

The main focus is to test the using of internet marketing concept with some authors'
assumptions on the identified marketing characteristics, described marketing objectives, and
proposed marketing mix strategies.
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INTRODUCTION
The tremendous growth of the Internet has created opportunities for consumers and
firms to participate in an online global marketplace. The Internet has provided a rare
opportunity especially for small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs). It moves
organizations beyond the physical constraints of their traditional distribution
channels and creates a world wide virtual community in which SMEs can compete
with large enterprises. The potential of the Internet as a commercial medium and
market has been widely documented in a variety of publications (Haffman et al.,
1995; Jarvenpaa & Todd 1997). However, the literature to date on electronic
commerce is by and large anecdotal. Both successful and unsuccessful cases of
'

Internet marketing have been reported. There are no proven successful models that
can help the management to determine the benefits that Internet marketing could
provide for their business. A Web site gives direct contact between the organization
and consumer. The rapid developments of online computing technology, some
especially targeted at SMEs (Asian Business 2000), make it inevitable for
businesses not to seriously consider the Internet as an alternative distribution
channel to avoid losing competitive advantage.
Since 1993, the Internet has been used to support conventional sales and marketing
activities; it matches buyers and sellers in a more cost-effective manner compared
with traditional advertising and marketing. While transactions are taking place on
the Internet, the current level of commerce is small relative to overall commerce in
the United States. The phenomenal growth of the Internet community has begun to
alter the way buyers and sellers exchange information and the structure of
distribution. It breaks through the physical barriers traditionally placed on
commerce and moves firms to a new commercial marketplace. In addition, the
opportunity for buyers to examine or test the product or service and interact with the
seller to receive additional information or support can be provided through the
online service.
While many successful cases of the online marketing approach have been recorded
in electronic commerce literature, a handful of failed cases have also been reported.
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II. MARKETING & THE INTERNET
2.1. Marketing Theory
Marketing theories can be classified in many ways. Moller and Halinen-Kaila
(1998, 190-192) emphasise the use of multiple marketing modes, which means that
we always need several theories in order to reach a comprehensive understanding
of the marketing activities of most firms. In practice, it seems as if every marketeer
should have his/her own "theory of marketing", and "tools" for practical marketing
management accordingly. Each approach provides a partial view of the
phenomenon.
Sheth, Gardner and Garrett (1988) analyse the roots of marketing, its origin, and its
early thinkers. They developed a typology of different schools of marketing
thought, which discovers the underlying shifts in the

substantive and

methodological perspectives in marketing. Although marketing's origins are in
economics and in the viewpoint of the seller, marketing has evolved more and more
toward non-economic explanations for marketing practice and has increasingly
adopted the viewpoint of the buyer. These six metatheory criteria were used to form
a typology: structure, specification, testability, empirical support, richness, and
simplicity. They discuss twelve schools of thought: commodity, functional,
regional, buyer behaviour, activist, macromarketing, institutional, functionalist,
managerial, organizational dynamics, systems and social exchange, along with the
dimensions of interactive-noninteractive

and

economic-noneconomic.

The

managerial school of thought gets the highest scores, and it has its merits in
generating several unique concepts for marketing, such as, product life cycle,
marketing myopia, marketing mix, marketing concept itself, market segmentation,
product differentiation, and market differentiation. Sheth et al. (1988, 191) consider
marketing as the study of market behaviour. To that extent, marketing is broader
than any one school of marketing thought. It has subdivisions, including services
marketing, industrial marketing, international marketing, direct marketing,
nonprofit marketing, and so on. They believe that we need "a theory of marketing
that identifies what values are or can be created by marketing, who creates them,
and how they are distributed so that all parties benefit from market behaviour".
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2.2. Latest Trends in Marketing
Customers' increasing role in marketing, the information technology and
postmodern perspectives to marketing research are discussed.

Wikstrom (1996) understands and explains company-consumer interaction
theoretically and empiricially from management perspective by analyzing the value
creating process in interaction on company-consumer level, and draws theories from
industrial marketing, services marketing, (inter)organizational theory (interaction
school),theory of learning, and relationship marketing. The aim of his research is to
understand a customer as a co-producer, and value creation to be implemented by
company-consumer interaction. The company's role is designing a system of
activities within which customers can create their own value. With the support of IT
companies are also becoming capable of interacting with many consumers on an
individual basis. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) also point out that in the new
economy companies must incorporate customer experience into their business
models.
Moller and Halinen-Kaila (1998) propose that the current relationship marketing
discussion is primarily deriving its contents from the four sources, services
marketing, data-base marketing and marketing channel and business marketing.
They also argue that the rapidly developing information technology has been
creating a primarily practice-based and consult-deriven literature on managing
customer relationships through data bases and direct marketing activities with the
buzz words 'mass customization' and 'one-on-one marketing'. The 'information
technology' approach has a heavy emphasis on marketing communications, and is
often also referred to as the integrated marketing communications 'school'.

Laurent and Pras (1999) argue that research in marketing has changed and will
change in depth resulting from better data and alternative approaches. Better data is
available, for example, through scanners. They give a much more precise view of
real purchase behaviour and of -many causes of that behaviour. There is also a
tendency towards direct marketing, the development of extensive databases on
individual customers, which allow a retailer to have a full perspective on each
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omer's history. This leads to a longer-term view of customer relationships and
efore to the accumulation of better data on each customer.
The implications for the marketing of consumer goods and services under
:onditions of postmodernity are that many assumptions about the consumer,
consumption

and

marketing

research

methodology

require

fundamental

reassessment. Central to postmodern theory is the proposition that consumers no
longer consume products for their material utilities but consume the symbolic
meaning of those products as portrayed in their images. The meanings of consumer
goods are grounded in their social context and the demand for goods derives more
from their role in cultural practices than from the satisfaction of simple human
needs. Consumption is one way of participating in social life and establishing social
relationships. Elliott (1999, 13) defines marketing to be "a social practice located at
the centre of the construction of symbolic capital and thus involved in the
development of the meaning of consumer culture". Marketing is "the ascribing of a
meaning in a society" (Cova (1999, 80).
Kotler's (1997, 14) definition of marketing is as follows: "Marketing is a social and
managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and
want through creating, offering, and exchanging products of value with others".
More emphasis is put on providing value within customer relationships and the
value creation process itself (Anderson and Narus 1999; Storbacka et al. 1999). It is
believed, as Kotler (1997, 38) argues, that customers estimate which offer will
deliver the most value. Customers are believed to be value-maximizers, within the
bounds of search costs and limited knowledge, mobility and income. It is believed
that buyers will buy from the firm that they perceive to offer the highest customer
delivered value. Customer delivered value is the difference between the total
customer value and total customer costs. The total customer value is the bundle of
benefits customers expect from a given product or service (product value, services
value, personnel value and image value). Total customer cost is the bundle of costs
customers expect to incur in evaluating, obtaining, and using the product or service
(monetary cost, time cost, energy cost and psychic cost).
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. Internet Marketing
Internet (the net) and the World Wide Web (the Web) offer a new distribution
a communication channel for marketing and markets themselves. According to
Ahola (2000) electronic shopping has become more popular, and marketeers are
increasingly interested in Web technologies. So far, experiences of Web retailing
and shopping show that the Web has not offered the customers and the marketeers
the benefits that are expected. (Palmer 1997; Alba et al. 1997; Wigand 1996, 13).

Ahola (2000) states that marketing is a study of market behaviour, the purpose of
which is understanding, creating and managing exchange (customer) relationships
within which value is created, provided and communicated. The purpose of
marketing is to create long-term interaction with relational bonds of attraction, trust
and commitment. Many concepts are used to describe Internet marketing. However,
conventional methods and tools are still needed in marketing, although the Internet
or the Web is the context and the environment of marketing. The basic tools and
techniques oflnternet marketing are the e-mail and the Web. Interactivity, customer
relationships, and customization are emphasized as elements of Internet marketing
due to the tools available. Therefore, demands on changes in marketing paradigm
have been suggested (for example; Brannback 1997, Deighton 1996, Dutta et al.
1997; Hoffman and Novak 1996), and it seems evident, as the context of marketing
changes.
The issue is how to make customers buy on the Web. That is a fundamental problem
of marketeers. It is therefore necessary to do an extensive literature search on
Internet marketing in order to derive from the views of the majority of researchers.
These views will be debated by this proposal study.

2.4. Benefits & Limitations
The Internet with its unique features of globality, independence of time and place,
and low costs offers several benefits both for marketeers (sellers) and also for
consumers (buyers).
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Technology applied with the set of design principles makes it possible for
companies to mass-customize at a low cost. Peterson et al. (1997, 333) emphasize
the fact that the Internet as a marketing channel has unique characteristics which
are:
1. The ability to store, to provide, to search, to organize and disseminate a vast
amount of information,
2. The ability to serve as a transaction medium and as a physical distribution
medium for certain products and,
3. The ability to provide perceptual experiences that are far superior to a printed
catalog, and
4. Relatively low entry and establishment costs for sellers. Using the Web it is
possible to create easily updated virtual catalogs, on-screen order forms, online
customer support, worldwide distribution of product announcements, customer
feedback, surveys etc.
Electronic commerce also offers opportunities to suppliers, such as global presence,
improved competitiveness, mass customization,

shortened supply chains,

substantial cost savings and new business opportunities. Examples of specific
business benefits of electronic commerce are, among other things, reduced
advertising, delivery, design and manufacturing costs, improved market
intelligence and strategic planning, opportunities for niche marketing, equal access
to markets, access to new markets and customer involvement in product and service
innovation. As a promotional channel it is cheaper and more information can be
transmitted globally. The Web pages provide viewers with interesting images and
intangible benefits such as entertainment, fun, and useful up-to-date information,
which is yet another value-added service for customers. As a distribution channel,
the Web could offer cheaper products for some segment of the market offering
convenience in Web shopping.
Values for buyers offered by the Internet and the Web are, among other things,
global choice, quality of service, personalized products and services, rapid response
to needs, substantial price reductions and new products and services. One important
consumer benefit associated with marketing is the access to greater amounts of
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mamic information to support consumer decision making, and comparison

ing. The Internet offers a new communication model where consumers can
· rely choose whether to approach firms through their Web sites and exercise
ntrol over the management of the content with which they interact.

There are several commonly discussed barriers for electronic commerce such as
legal, cultural and technical problems, lack of common trust, security and privacy
concerns, credibility and reliability of Web vendors and a more limited variety of
offerings than off-line vendors. Jarvenpaa and Todd ( 1997) conclude from their
surveys consumers to be disappointed not being able to easily compare prices
across retailers. They also find the Web shopping to be more cumbersome than
catalog shopping, and the Web to be hard to navigate, as consumers were
disappointed with the outcomes of their goal-directed shopping. They also had
concerns related to the timing and handling the deliveries, because they might be
inconvenient, perishable items might spoil or melt in transit. Many people reluctant
to try new technologies (Burke 1997; Jones and Biasiotto 1999). Sheth and Sisodia
( 1997) argue that the future success of marketeers will depend on their ability to
deliver total customer convenience.
Experiences of marketing in Internet retailing context were gained through a case
study of a pilot e-shop, which was carried out within the VRFlow project (Ahola et
al. 2000). The project is interested in the enhancement of Web-based electronic
commerce systems through hypertext functionality and virtual reality technology,
and their effect on navigational behaviour and customer purchasing behaviour
(Oinas-Kukkonen 1998). The case study proved to be useful in demonstrating the
difficulties encountered in a practical situation when creating anti delivering value.

2.5. Marketing Theory & Internet Marketing
Because of this new marketing environment or new medium, it has also been
proposed that marketing thinking and practice, the marketing paradigm itself, will
and has to change towards more interactive, one-to-one or relationship marketing
(Brannback 1997; Deighton 1996; Hoffman & Novak 1996; Peterson et al. 1997;
Rayport & Sviokla 1994, 1995; Wigand 1996; Wikstrom 1996).
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and Sisodia (1999) suggest that, as marketing is a context-driven discipline,
eting will change in the Web context. Especially location centric concepts will
=fundamentally altered by the evaluation of the Internet" and new theories and
.like generalizations on disintermediation or reintermediation are needed as the
ernet enables content (information, transactions) on-demand, immediate and free
mmunication and transactions. Thus they call for further research to discover
new

insights and paradigms for marketing.

Hoffman and Novak (1996) argue that successful Web marketing efforts will
require an evoluation in the marketing concept, in which the firm also engages in
marketing activities that contribute positively to the development of the medium
itself They call this an "extended marketing concept".
Rayport and Sviokla (1994) suggest a model of new ways of adding value in
marketspace and a theory of marketspace transaction. Form the traditional
marketing mix theory with four Ps marketplace interaction between physical seller
physical buyer has been eliminated. Information-defined transactions are creating
new ways of thinking about making money. Both marketplace and marketspace
transactions are occuring. The authors suggest how in the marketspace content,
context and infrastructure can be disaggregated to create new ways of adding value,
lowering costs, forging relationships with nontraditional partners and rethinking
ownership issues. The implications and difficulties of managing in the marketspace
become increasingly relevant as more and more products and services. Marketing
management processes and even market themselves move from place to space. For
executives it is important to pay attention to how their companies create value in
both the physical world and the virtual world. Rayport and Sviokla (1995, 78-79)
describe the process of building the virtual value chain as an integration of the
information the companies capture during stages of the value chain when
constructing an information underlay of the business. The processes for creating
value are not the same in the two worlds. By understanding the differences and the
interplay between the value-adding processes of the physical world and those of the
information world, managers can see more clearly and comprehensively the
strategic issues facing their organizations.
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Dutta et al. ( 1997) analyze how the business models of organizations are getting
transformed in the marketspace. They used a model comprising of the four Ps Product, Price, Promotion and Placement- and one C -Customer Relationship, and
study how these four P's and one C are being transformed by the fundamental
characteristics of real-time interactivity and global connectivity in the marketspace.
They found out that few organizations are exploiting the unique business potential
of the marketspace. Most organizations are simply taking their existing business
models and transporting (instead of transforming) them to the marketspace with
different degrees of effectiveness. Later on Dutta and Segev (1999) studied how the
firm's approaches to the marketspace had changed within one year, and observed
that almost all leading corporations had a presence in the marketspace, but most
firms were increasingly using their Web sites for customer service and for building
customer relationships. In addition, firms in the top positions were moving towards
technologically simpler sites.

Hoffman and Novak (1996) propose a new communication model, a process model
of network navigation, and also models of Web-based business. They draw theories
from psychology, communications, media studies, organizational behaviour and
human-computer interaction. The aim is to develop a framework to formally model
flow construct and reconstruct/transform marketing for the new media.

Pitt et al. (1996, 9-13) introduce a conceptual framework for analyzing Web site
marketing strategies and for measuring the efficiency of a Web site, the Internet
and the Web for business. They suggest a model of the conversion process on the
Web. The hierarchy of effects, as well as the communications tasks required, and
the relative effectiveness of advertising and personal selling are also broadly
indicated. They present a conceptual framework to relate the most likely objectives
of Web site establishment to measures of performance associated with Web site
traffic flow.

Electronic commerce can provide a direct linkage, an electronic marketing and
information channel, between target customers and the firm (Wigand 1996). He
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suggests a new term "liquid marketing" to be suitable descriptor of this evolving
setting. "It denotes the disintermediated, frictionless, personalized, individually
accessible, customer-centric, immediate, cooperative, dynamic, rapid, fluid,
computer-to-computer or -person, on-line, and interactive nature of this new form
of relationship marketing", which allows for customized, almost interpersonal -Iike
interaction. This is made possible by interactive multimedia, cooperative and
feedback capabilities of the Web, coupled with the application of such features as
agents, avatars, network dynamics functions, cookies, cacheing, and the customers'
willingness to complete profile information forms.
When we look at marketing towards a model for Internet marketing, we described
marketing that is a study of market behaviour, the purpose of which is
understanding, creating and managing exchange ( customer) relationships within
which value is created, provided and communicated. The purpose of marketing is
to create long-term interaction with relational bonds of attraction, trust and
commitment. Many concepts are used to describe Internet marketing. However,
conventional methods and tools are still needed in marketing, although the Internet
or the Web is the context and the environment of marketing. The basic tools and
techniques of Internet marketing are the e-mail and the Web. Interactivity,
customer relationships, and customization are emphasized as elements of Internet
marketing due to the tools available. Therefore, demands on changes in marketing
paradigm have been suggested (for example Rayport and Sviokla 1994, 1995;
Sheth and Sisodia 1999; Wigand 1996), and it seems evident, as the context of
marketing changes.
Marketing theories are useful in understanding and explaining why do customers
buy or do not buy through the Web, which is an issue in the discussion related to
the Internet. As no explicit theories of marketing in a Web context exist, several
theories are needed for a comprehensive understanding of marketing activities in
most Web contexts. As Anderson and Narus (1999, 13) point out that segmenting,
targeting and positioning are the fundamental building blocks of marketing. That
will probably be the case also within Internet marketing.
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Pt

Olllnges in marketing (thought and practice) will probably occur gradually. Basic

eting principles are applicable in understanding and explaining marketing in
· ce. The Internet in a marketing context can be understood as a dimension.
· c discussion on lack of success stories is fully understandable from a
eting perspective as the values were analyzed. The Web can be conceptualized
a versatile hybrid media, a channel, an environment or a tool for marketing. A

rirtual reality or a physical reality could also be considered as the ends of a
continuum on which companies utilize the Web.
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m. MiLLiYET

NEWSPAPER (SELECTED CASE COJ\'{P ANY)

3.1. Company Background (see Appendix A)
•

3 May 1950 ... Foundation ofMilliyet Newspaper. Address: Nuri Akca
Printing House, Turbedar Street, No: 18 Nuruosmaniye I iSTANBUL.

•

26 May 1950 ... First Promotion: Milliyet Newspaper gives skoda
automobile to 2000 Milliyet Newspaper readers for 45 coupon.

•

1 October 1954

First logo changing.

•

27 April 1962

•

1 January 1963 .. . Milliyet gave to its readers "Small World

Publishing tourism supplement the first time.

Encyclopedia" the first time.
•

1 November 1963 ... Ataturk Statue Campaign.

•

1 April 1970 ... Milliyet Gediz Earthquake Houses Help Campaign.

•

18 November 1970 ... "Hey" Youth and Music Magazine publishing life
commences.

•

1972 ... Milliyet 4 colours off-set printing facilities.

•

29 September 1972 .. .

•

commences.
7 October 1972 ... Milliyet Child Magazine publishing life commences.

•

24 November 1976 ... Milliyet Help Campaign for Van Earthquake.

•

6 October 1980 ... Aydm DOGAN, owner ofMilliyet Newspaper.

•

1 May 1985

•

28 May 1993

•

5 November 1994 ... Final version ofMilliyet logo designed.

•

6 May 1996 ... Milliyet The Wall Street Journal publishing life

•

commences.
26-27 November 1996 . . . Milliyet Newspaper is on Internet the first

•

time.
8 November 1997 ... Milliyet received ISO 9001 Quality Guaranty

Milliyet Art Magazine publishing life

Milliyet rewards started.
Foundation ofMedia D.

Certificate.
When we look at the market, we see that there are 35 National Newspaper in
Turkey(see appendix B). Total circulation(dailly average) is 4.228.179 in Turkey.
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et

leader is Hurriyet Newspaper which has 419.103 circulation(about 10%

et

share), second newspaper is PostaNewspaper which has 390.212

ation(about 9% market share), third is Star Newspaper which has 349.129
ation(about 8% market share), fourth is Sabah Newspaper which has 327.442
ation(about 8% market share), fifth is Zaman Newspaper which has 325.008
ation(about 8% market share), and sixth is MiLLiYET Newspaper which has
j_Q68 circulation(about 6% market share).

. Use of Internet
• When?
• For what?
• Current uses
Milliyet Newspaper, the first time on the date of26 November 1996, publishing
life commences on the Internet.
Through the Internet, you can reach to:
•

Newspaper and writers easily.

•

All issues which you want.

•

Specific topics through news index easily and you can also get news as
written. (see appendix C)

3.3. Benefits of Internet Marketing for Milliyet Newspaper
Benefits of marketing through the internet stem from the ability of a company's
product information to reach a wide audience in a relatively low cost manner. The
benefits also arise from the ability to revise Internet site information quickly
compared with other media, such as printed materials. The benefits include:
1. The Internet facilitiates direct marketing by newspapers.
2. Information that would be prohibitevely expensive to produce and distribute in
print can be placed on the Internet at least cost.
3. Changes in news and new developments can be made available quickly on-line.
4. A large number of readers across wide geographic distances can access the
information at the same time.
5. Readers information and feedback about newspaper can be gathered on-line.
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Reader questions can be answered or resolved immediately by personnel within
newspaper.
It may generate higher levels of brand awareness than TV or print advertising.

the newspapers, which are giving information fast, the Internet provides a
ium through which news can be added and modified quickly. The Internet
rides a mechanism for direct marketing or marketing to specific audience across
wide geographic area.

Concerns of Using Internet Marketing
A number of concerns may limit adoption oflnternet use for marketing purposes:
Currently the Internet reaches only certain segments of the population and,
therefore, only certain potential readers.
Slow download times for sites may also discourage potential readers.

A potential concern is lengthy download times for Internet marketing sites (Twency,
1998 ). Given the availability of a large number of sites to be visited, readers are
able to search through many sites, and back out of sites with slow download times.
If server capabilities are limited and cause delays in downloading

web-pages,

readers may become frustrated and leave the site to find another site.

3.4. Benefits of Internet for Milliyet Readers
Marketing

activity

occurs through

three types

of channels:

communication,

transaction, and distribution channels (Peterson 1997).

Communication: Exchange information between newspaper and readers. The
I

Internet

is an extremely

effective

medium

for accessing,

organizing,

and

communicating information. Peterson, et al. (1997) have identified several unique
characteristics of the Internet regarding communications:
1. The ability to store vast amounts of information that can be searched and
disseminated in a cost-effective manner which is accessible by readers on the
Net.
2. Interactivity and the ability to provide information on demand.
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Printed catalog.
;filliyet Newspaper Web site provides timely information (usually news) to readers
se of its ability for instant communication, and its availability 24 hours a day.
means more interaction, better services to readers and quicker responses.
Benefits of Internet for Milliyet Newspaper readers are :
Last minute news
Availability 24 hours a day
Availability of past issues
Lower cost of communication
Quick response of inquiries
.. etc. (see appendix D)
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. CONCLUSIONS
. Limitations of This Study
· study aims to explore the underlying Internet marketing with the objective of
lishing what the use and practical value of Internet marketing is. The
wing aspects, however, were noted:
The study on Internet marketing as exposed in the literature review was
investigated.
The fieldwork of this study has focused on the use and application of Internet
marketing in practice in selected sector and product(service).
The investigation has focused on the Internet marketing assumptions derived
from the literature, namely characteristic of the market, suggested company
marketing objectives and marketing strategies at Internet marketing. These
assumptions are based on the literature review.

4.2. Conclusions on Internet Marketing
Use of the Internet for business marketers is a reality. Television, print, newspaper,
and other traditional marketing avenues will continue to be used but those who
ignore the Internet will lose the race for competitive advantage. On the other hand,
those who have embraced the Internet have demonstrated its power and are
innovators. Many believe that we have only seen the beginning of a technological
leap.
Marketing on the Internet is a new business channel, yet in many ways it remains
the same as traditional marketing. But companies need to learn what works on Web
,,

sites, how to communicate their message and how to differentiate their Web sites.

As I examined a company(Milliyet Newspaper) who uses its Web site as a
promotional tool, for brand image building, as a distribution channel, for customer
service.
Milliyet Newspaper uses the Internet as a marketing channel which has unique
characteristics. These characteristics are:
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The ability to store, to provide, to search, to organize and disseminate a vast
amount of information. As we saw from the case, we can reach to all issues of
Milliyet Newspaper which we want. Because all issues are available on Milli yet
Newspaper Web site. We can get all issues ofMilliyet Newspaper from date of
26 November 1996 up to today.
The ability to serve as a transaction medium and as a physical distribution
medium for certain products. Milliyet Newspaper gives us information (usually
news). Its Web site also provides some advertisements and direct sales. We can
get these products or services through Milliyet Newspaper Web site.
Relatively low entry and establishment costs for sellers. Using the Web it is
possible to create easily updated virtual catalogs, on-screen order forms, online
customer support, worldwide distribution of product announcements, customer
feedback, surveys ... etc. Milliyet Newspaper also uses Internet as a survey,
reader feedback ( e-mail), product and service announcements. They benefit
from its low cost.
There are some concerns of using Internet marketing. These are (for the present):
•

Currently the Internet reaches only certain segments of the population and,
therefore, only certain potential readers for Milliyet Newspaper. Circulation of
Milliyet Newspaper as print media is higher than on the Internet.

•

Slow download times for Web site of Milliyet Newspaper may also discourage
potential readers.

The Internet gives business a better way to do the things they do. The Internet has
the capability to cut costs for selling and buying organizations. Automated
functions and instant data information can cut purchasing cycle times, reduce
human resources costs, and lower transaction costs for suppliers.
' Further to cost reductions, there is increased efficiency. Online functions for
customer service, product information, product ordering and order-tracking
functions are available to customers 24 hour a day of the year. These are valueadded services that serve to differentiate the products they compliment.
Increasingly

through

innovative

outside

relationships,

organizations

are

aggressively reshaping themselves and fundamentally changing the way they do
business.
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Today's corporations better serve their customers and their bottom line by
functioning more as a focus of resources than as an owner of resources.
Global competition has intensified with the introduction of new technologies.
Those who can exploit the opportunities of this new technology will win. Internet
marketing enables a large company to be responsive, innovative, and fast and a
small company to compete internationally with the "big boys." Information
technology changes on a month-to-month basis and sometimes week to week. The
pace of change is accelerating. To remain competitive, companies must position
themselves and commence marketing on the Internet.

4.3. Suggestions for Further Research
Referring to Tuunainen ( 1999 ) research effort may be fruitfully directed also at
different marketing contexts, as totally different problems will be encountered, for
example, software business struggles with copyright problems. It would be useful
to find the common factors contributing to the success or failure of them or the
specific context-dependent factors by analyzing values and costs in different
contexts. This could help marketers to find the practical tools for value creation,
delivering and communicating in each context. To increase our understanding of
the customers' value creation process within a Web context, further research should
be directed to a more detailed description and definition of the value creation
process itself, to recognizing and analyzing and moving away the worries of the
customers and making buying convenient. This means according to Storbacka et al.
(1999) and Anderson and Narus (1999) further translating what the benefits are
' worth in the customer's own situation. The adequate depth of the research might
best be achieved through qualitative, ethnographic methods. This kind of research
could help companies to find the relevant values, which then finally could be
created and delivered by actors contributing to or supporting the customer's value
creation process. In a value-based thinking a critical issue is whether the values to
the customers exceed the costs.
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cresting in buying daily consumer goods was on a longer term that daily routines
appeared to be relevant obstacles for Web shopping. If also monetary costs are
en into account, then the whole value chain should be looked upon from a new
der perspective than from the retailer's. What are then the relevant context and
relevant actors? Kim and Mauborgne (1999) suggest a value innovation
oach by looking across the conventionally defined boundaries of competition,
.hich means across substitute industries, strategic groups, buyer groups,
mplementary service offerings, the functional-emotional orientation of an
stry, and even across time. From the marketers' point of view it is interesting
know, what kind of business models are able to deliver value and for whom?
,'hat kind of changes in buying habits and in daily routines take place within those
useholds, which keep buying within the e-shop? What kind of effects does this
ve on the structure of the trade, wholesalers and retailers in a given context?
Which are more relevant, relationships or transactions or both? What kind of values
and for whom by developing technologies, for example, mobile shopping and
eveloping Web site design could be created? Web site technologies might also add
the seller's ways to deliver value to buyers by using marketing and promotional
tools to offer shopping experiences and other also intangible values. How much
added value could be provided by developing only the Web site and to what extent
the content of the site is crucial? Further research is also suggested on a social
dimension of shopping as an added value or cost.
There is a challenge of heightening the awareness of marketing perspective to
create a dialogue between information technologists and marketers. It could lead to
improvements in marketing practice in the Web context, and create opportunities
for success stories businesswise and technologically. Determining how to create,
deliver, and communicate value is the key marketing issue also in a virtual
environment. The value-added Web site, if only understood from a technological
perspective, is not enough to provide the total customer value. For example, the
Web site, which is technically open 24 h/day, does not really mean the availability
of goods and services 24 h/day. Therefore, a generic framework for marketing in
different Web contexts is needed.
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ABSTRACT
The internet offers marketers a lot of benefits as a new communication and distribution
channel and also as markets themselves.

Consumer are also increasingly interested in an easy and convenient way of shopping.
However, few commercial success stories have been heard of

This ~aper discusses internet marketing reviewing literature related to core concepts and the
recent trends of marketing, demands for changes in marketing thinking and also the
frameworks suggested for understanding internet marketing.

The main focus is to test the using of internet marketing concept with some authors'
assumptions on the identified marketing characteristics, described marketing objectives, and
proposed marketing mix strategies.
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INTRODUCTION
The tremendous growth of the Internet has created opportunities for consumers and
firms to participate in an online global marketplace. The Internet has provided a rare
opportunity especially for small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs). It moves
organizations beyond the physical constraints of their traditional distribution
channels and creates a world wide virtual community in which SMEs can compete
with large enterprises. The potential of the Internet as a commercial medium and
market has been widely documented in a variety of publications (Haffman et al.,
1995; Jarvenpaa & Todd 1997). However, the literature to date on electronic
commerce is by and large anecdotal. Both successful and unsuccessful cases of
'

Internet marketing have been reported. There are no proven successful models that
can help the management to determine the benefits that Internet marketing could
provide for their business. A Web site gives direct contact between the organization
and consumer. The rapid developments of online computing technology, some
especially targeted at SMEs (Asian Business 2000), make it inevitable for
businesses not to seriously consider the Internet as an alternative distribution
channel to avoid losing competitive advantage.
Since 1993, the Internet has been used to support conventional sales and marketing
activities; it matches buyers and sellers in a more cost-effective manner compared
with traditional advertising and marketing. While transactions are taking place on
the Internet, the current level of commerce is small relative to overall commerce in
the United States. The phenomenal growth of the Internet community has begun to
alter the way buyers and sellers exchange information and the structure of
distribution. It breaks through the physical barriers traditionally placed on
commerce and moves firms to a new commercial marketplace. In addition, the
opportunity for buyers to examine or test the product or service and interact with the
seller to receive additional information or support can be provided through the
online service.
While many successful cases of the online marketing approach have been recorded
in electronic commerce literature, a handful of failed cases have also been reported.
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II. MARKETING & THE INTERNET
2.1. Marketing Theory
Marketing theories can be classified in many ways. Moller and Halinen-Kaila
(1998, 190-192) emphasise the use of multiple marketing modes, which means that
we always need several theories in order to reach a comprehensive understanding
of the marketing activities of most firms. In practice, it seems as if every marketeer
should have his/her own "theory of marketing", and "tools" for practical marketing
management accordingly. Each approach provides a partial view of the
phenomenon.
Sheth, Gardner and Garrett (1988) analyse the roots of marketing, its origin, and its
early thinkers. They developed a typology of different schools of marketing
thought, which discovers the underlying shifts in the

substantive and

methodological perspectives in marketing. Although marketing's origins are in
economics and in the viewpoint of the seller, marketing has evolved more and more
toward non-economic explanations for marketing practice and has increasingly
adopted the viewpoint of the buyer. These six metatheory criteria were used to form
a typology: structure, specification, testability, empirical support, richness, and
simplicity. They discuss twelve schools of thought: commodity, functional,
regional, buyer behaviour, activist, macromarketing, institutional, functionalist,
managerial, organizational dynamics, systems and social exchange, along with the
dimensions of interactive-noninteractive

and

economic-noneconomic.

The

managerial school of thought gets the highest scores, and it has its merits in
generating several unique concepts for marketing, such as, product life cycle,
marketing myopia, marketing mix, marketing concept itself, market segmentation,
product differentiation, and market differentiation. Sheth et al. (1988, 191) consider
marketing as the study of market behaviour. To that extent, marketing is broader
than any one school of marketing thought. It has subdivisions, including services
marketing, industrial marketing, international marketing, direct marketing,
nonprofit marketing, and so on. They believe that we need "a theory of marketing
that identifies what values are or can be created by marketing, who creates them,
and how they are distributed so that all parties benefit from market behaviour".
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2.2. Latest Trends in Marketing
Customers' increasing role in marketing, the information technology and
postmodern perspectives to marketing research are discussed.

Wikstrom (1996) understands and explains company-consumer interaction
theoretically and empiricially from management perspective by analyzing the value
creating process in interaction on company-consumer level, and draws theories from
industrial marketing, services marketing, (inter)organizational theory (interaction
school),theory of learning, and relationship marketing. The aim of his research is to
understand a customer as a co-producer, and value creation to be implemented by
company-consumer interaction. The company's role is designing a system of
activities within which customers can create their own value. With the support of IT
companies are also becoming capable of interacting with many consumers on an
individual basis. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) also point out that in the new
economy companies must incorporate customer experience into their business
models.
Moller and Halinen-Kaila (1998) propose that the current relationship marketing
discussion is primarily deriving its contents from the four sources, services
marketing, data-base marketing and marketing channel and business marketing.
They also argue that the rapidly developing information technology has been
creating a primarily practice-based and consult-deriven literature on managing
customer relationships through data bases and direct marketing activities with the
buzz words 'mass customization' and 'one-on-one marketing'. The 'information
technology' approach has a heavy emphasis on marketing communications, and is
often also referred to as the integrated marketing communications 'school'.

Laurent and Pras (1999) argue that research in marketing has changed and will
change in depth resulting from better data and alternative approaches. Better data is
available, for example, through scanners. They give a much more precise view of
real purchase behaviour and of -many causes of that behaviour. There is also a
tendency towards direct marketing, the development of extensive databases on
individual customers, which allow a retailer to have a full perspective on each
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omer's history. This leads to a longer-term view of customer relationships and
efore to the accumulation of better data on each customer.
The implications for the marketing of consumer goods and services under
:onditions of postmodernity are that many assumptions about the consumer,
consumption

and

marketing

research

methodology

require

fundamental

reassessment. Central to postmodern theory is the proposition that consumers no
longer consume products for their material utilities but consume the symbolic
meaning of those products as portrayed in their images. The meanings of consumer
goods are grounded in their social context and the demand for goods derives more
from their role in cultural practices than from the satisfaction of simple human
needs. Consumption is one way of participating in social life and establishing social
relationships. Elliott (1999, 13) defines marketing to be "a social practice located at
the centre of the construction of symbolic capital and thus involved in the
development of the meaning of consumer culture". Marketing is "the ascribing of a
meaning in a society" (Cova (1999, 80).
Kotler's (1997, 14) definition of marketing is as follows: "Marketing is a social and
managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and
want through creating, offering, and exchanging products of value with others".
More emphasis is put on providing value within customer relationships and the
value creation process itself (Anderson and Narus 1999; Storbacka et al. 1999). It is
believed, as Kotler (1997, 38) argues, that customers estimate which offer will
deliver the most value. Customers are believed to be value-maximizers, within the
bounds of search costs and limited knowledge, mobility and income. It is believed
that buyers will buy from the firm that they perceive to offer the highest customer
delivered value. Customer delivered value is the difference between the total
customer value and total customer costs. The total customer value is the bundle of
benefits customers expect from a given product or service (product value, services
value, personnel value and image value). Total customer cost is the bundle of costs
customers expect to incur in evaluating, obtaining, and using the product or service
(monetary cost, time cost, energy cost and psychic cost).
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. Internet Marketing
Internet (the net) and the World Wide Web (the Web) offer a new distribution
a communication channel for marketing and markets themselves. According to
Ahola (2000) electronic shopping has become more popular, and marketeers are
increasingly interested in Web technologies. So far, experiences of Web retailing
and shopping show that the Web has not offered the customers and the marketeers
the benefits that are expected. (Palmer 1997; Alba et al. 1997; Wigand 1996, 13).

Ahola (2000) states that marketing is a study of market behaviour, the purpose of
which is understanding, creating and managing exchange (customer) relationships
within which value is created, provided and communicated. The purpose of
marketing is to create long-term interaction with relational bonds of attraction, trust
and commitment. Many concepts are used to describe Internet marketing. However,
conventional methods and tools are still needed in marketing, although the Internet
or the Web is the context and the environment of marketing. The basic tools and
techniques oflnternet marketing are the e-mail and the Web. Interactivity, customer
relationships, and customization are emphasized as elements of Internet marketing
due to the tools available. Therefore, demands on changes in marketing paradigm
have been suggested (for example; Brannback 1997, Deighton 1996, Dutta et al.
1997; Hoffman and Novak 1996), and it seems evident, as the context of marketing
changes.
The issue is how to make customers buy on the Web. That is a fundamental problem
of marketeers. It is therefore necessary to do an extensive literature search on
Internet marketing in order to derive from the views of the majority of researchers.
These views will be debated by this proposal study.

2.4. Benefits & Limitations
The Internet with its unique features of globality, independence of time and place,
and low costs offers several benefits both for marketeers (sellers) and also for
consumers (buyers).
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Technology applied with the set of design principles makes it possible for
companies to mass-customize at a low cost. Peterson et al. (1997, 333) emphasize
the fact that the Internet as a marketing channel has unique characteristics which
are:
1. The ability to store, to provide, to search, to organize and disseminate a vast
amount of information,
2. The ability to serve as a transaction medium and as a physical distribution
medium for certain products and,
3. The ability to provide perceptual experiences that are far superior to a printed
catalog, and
4. Relatively low entry and establishment costs for sellers. Using the Web it is
possible to create easily updated virtual catalogs, on-screen order forms, online
customer support, worldwide distribution of product announcements, customer
feedback, surveys etc.
Electronic commerce also offers opportunities to suppliers, such as global presence,
improved competitiveness, mass customization,

shortened supply chains,

substantial cost savings and new business opportunities. Examples of specific
business benefits of electronic commerce are, among other things, reduced
advertising, delivery, design and manufacturing costs, improved market
intelligence and strategic planning, opportunities for niche marketing, equal access
to markets, access to new markets and customer involvement in product and service
innovation. As a promotional channel it is cheaper and more information can be
transmitted globally. The Web pages provide viewers with interesting images and
intangible benefits such as entertainment, fun, and useful up-to-date information,
which is yet another value-added service for customers. As a distribution channel,
the Web could offer cheaper products for some segment of the market offering
convenience in Web shopping.
Values for buyers offered by the Internet and the Web are, among other things,
global choice, quality of service, personalized products and services, rapid response
to needs, substantial price reductions and new products and services. One important
consumer benefit associated with marketing is the access to greater amounts of
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mamic information to support consumer decision making, and comparison

ing. The Internet offers a new communication model where consumers can
· rely choose whether to approach firms through their Web sites and exercise
ntrol over the management of the content with which they interact.

There are several commonly discussed barriers for electronic commerce such as
legal, cultural and technical problems, lack of common trust, security and privacy
concerns, credibility and reliability of Web vendors and a more limited variety of
offerings than off-line vendors. Jarvenpaa and Todd ( 1997) conclude from their
surveys consumers to be disappointed not being able to easily compare prices
across retailers. They also find the Web shopping to be more cumbersome than
catalog shopping, and the Web to be hard to navigate, as consumers were
disappointed with the outcomes of their goal-directed shopping. They also had
concerns related to the timing and handling the deliveries, because they might be
inconvenient, perishable items might spoil or melt in transit. Many people reluctant
to try new technologies (Burke 1997; Jones and Biasiotto 1999). Sheth and Sisodia
( 1997) argue that the future success of marketeers will depend on their ability to
deliver total customer convenience.
Experiences of marketing in Internet retailing context were gained through a case
study of a pilot e-shop, which was carried out within the VRFlow project (Ahola et
al. 2000). The project is interested in the enhancement of Web-based electronic
commerce systems through hypertext functionality and virtual reality technology,
and their effect on navigational behaviour and customer purchasing behaviour
(Oinas-Kukkonen 1998). The case study proved to be useful in demonstrating the
difficulties encountered in a practical situation when creating anti delivering value.

2.5. Marketing Theory & Internet Marketing
Because of this new marketing environment or new medium, it has also been
proposed that marketing thinking and practice, the marketing paradigm itself, will
and has to change towards more interactive, one-to-one or relationship marketing
(Brannback 1997; Deighton 1996; Hoffman & Novak 1996; Peterson et al. 1997;
Rayport & Sviokla 1994, 1995; Wigand 1996; Wikstrom 1996).
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and Sisodia (1999) suggest that, as marketing is a context-driven discipline,
eting will change in the Web context. Especially location centric concepts will
=fundamentally altered by the evaluation of the Internet" and new theories and
.like generalizations on disintermediation or reintermediation are needed as the
ernet enables content (information, transactions) on-demand, immediate and free
mmunication and transactions. Thus they call for further research to discover
new

insights and paradigms for marketing.

Hoffman and Novak (1996) argue that successful Web marketing efforts will
require an evoluation in the marketing concept, in which the firm also engages in
marketing activities that contribute positively to the development of the medium
itself They call this an "extended marketing concept".
Rayport and Sviokla (1994) suggest a model of new ways of adding value in
marketspace and a theory of marketspace transaction. Form the traditional
marketing mix theory with four Ps marketplace interaction between physical seller
physical buyer has been eliminated. Information-defined transactions are creating
new ways of thinking about making money. Both marketplace and marketspace
transactions are occuring. The authors suggest how in the marketspace content,
context and infrastructure can be disaggregated to create new ways of adding value,
lowering costs, forging relationships with nontraditional partners and rethinking
ownership issues. The implications and difficulties of managing in the marketspace
become increasingly relevant as more and more products and services. Marketing
management processes and even market themselves move from place to space. For
executives it is important to pay attention to how their companies create value in
both the physical world and the virtual world. Rayport and Sviokla (1995, 78-79)
describe the process of building the virtual value chain as an integration of the
information the companies capture during stages of the value chain when
constructing an information underlay of the business. The processes for creating
value are not the same in the two worlds. By understanding the differences and the
interplay between the value-adding processes of the physical world and those of the
information world, managers can see more clearly and comprehensively the
strategic issues facing their organizations.
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Dutta et al. ( 1997) analyze how the business models of organizations are getting
transformed in the marketspace. They used a model comprising of the four Ps Product, Price, Promotion and Placement- and one C -Customer Relationship, and
study how these four P's and one C are being transformed by the fundamental
characteristics of real-time interactivity and global connectivity in the marketspace.
They found out that few organizations are exploiting the unique business potential
of the marketspace. Most organizations are simply taking their existing business
models and transporting (instead of transforming) them to the marketspace with
different degrees of effectiveness. Later on Dutta and Segev (1999) studied how the
firm's approaches to the marketspace had changed within one year, and observed
that almost all leading corporations had a presence in the marketspace, but most
firms were increasingly using their Web sites for customer service and for building
customer relationships. In addition, firms in the top positions were moving towards
technologically simpler sites.

Hoffman and Novak (1996) propose a new communication model, a process model
of network navigation, and also models of Web-based business. They draw theories
from psychology, communications, media studies, organizational behaviour and
human-computer interaction. The aim is to develop a framework to formally model
flow construct and reconstruct/transform marketing for the new media.

Pitt et al. (1996, 9-13) introduce a conceptual framework for analyzing Web site
marketing strategies and for measuring the efficiency of a Web site, the Internet
and the Web for business. They suggest a model of the conversion process on the
Web. The hierarchy of effects, as well as the communications tasks required, and
the relative effectiveness of advertising and personal selling are also broadly
indicated. They present a conceptual framework to relate the most likely objectives
of Web site establishment to measures of performance associated with Web site
traffic flow.

Electronic commerce can provide a direct linkage, an electronic marketing and
information channel, between target customers and the firm (Wigand 1996). He
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suggests a new term "liquid marketing" to be suitable descriptor of this evolving
setting. "It denotes the disintermediated, frictionless, personalized, individually
accessible, customer-centric, immediate, cooperative, dynamic, rapid, fluid,
computer-to-computer or -person, on-line, and interactive nature of this new form
of relationship marketing", which allows for customized, almost interpersonal -Iike
interaction. This is made possible by interactive multimedia, cooperative and
feedback capabilities of the Web, coupled with the application of such features as
agents, avatars, network dynamics functions, cookies, cacheing, and the customers'
willingness to complete profile information forms.
When we look at marketing towards a model for Internet marketing, we described
marketing that is a study of market behaviour, the purpose of which is
understanding, creating and managing exchange ( customer) relationships within
which value is created, provided and communicated. The purpose of marketing is
to create long-term interaction with relational bonds of attraction, trust and
commitment. Many concepts are used to describe Internet marketing. However,
conventional methods and tools are still needed in marketing, although the Internet
or the Web is the context and the environment of marketing. The basic tools and
techniques of Internet marketing are the e-mail and the Web. Interactivity,
customer relationships, and customization are emphasized as elements of Internet
marketing due to the tools available. Therefore, demands on changes in marketing
paradigm have been suggested (for example Rayport and Sviokla 1994, 1995;
Sheth and Sisodia 1999; Wigand 1996), and it seems evident, as the context of
marketing changes.
Marketing theories are useful in understanding and explaining why do customers
buy or do not buy through the Web, which is an issue in the discussion related to
the Internet. As no explicit theories of marketing in a Web context exist, several
theories are needed for a comprehensive understanding of marketing activities in
most Web contexts. As Anderson and Narus (1999, 13) point out that segmenting,
targeting and positioning are the fundamental building blocks of marketing. That
will probably be the case also within Internet marketing.
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Pt

Olllnges in marketing (thought and practice) will probably occur gradually. Basic

eting principles are applicable in understanding and explaining marketing in
· ce. The Internet in a marketing context can be understood as a dimension.
· c discussion on lack of success stories is fully understandable from a
eting perspective as the values were analyzed. The Web can be conceptualized
a versatile hybrid media, a channel, an environment or a tool for marketing. A

rirtual reality or a physical reality could also be considered as the ends of a
continuum on which companies utilize the Web.
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m. MiLLiYET

NEWSPAPER (SELECTED CASE COJ\'{P ANY)

3.1. Company Background (see Appendix A)
•

3 May 1950 ... Foundation ofMilliyet Newspaper. Address: Nuri Akca
Printing House, Turbedar Street, No: 18 Nuruosmaniye I iSTANBUL.

•

26 May 1950 ... First Promotion: Milliyet Newspaper gives skoda
automobile to 2000 Milliyet Newspaper readers for 45 coupon.

•

1 October 1954

First logo changing.

•

27 April 1962

•

1 January 1963 .. . Milliyet gave to its readers "Small World

Publishing tourism supplement the first time.

Encyclopedia" the first time.
•

1 November 1963 ... Ataturk Statue Campaign.

•

1 April 1970 ... Milliyet Gediz Earthquake Houses Help Campaign.

•

18 November 1970 ... "Hey" Youth and Music Magazine publishing life
commences.

•

1972 ... Milliyet 4 colours off-set printing facilities.

•

29 September 1972 .. .

•

commences.
7 October 1972 ... Milliyet Child Magazine publishing life commences.

•

24 November 1976 ... Milliyet Help Campaign for Van Earthquake.

•

6 October 1980 ... Aydm DOGAN, owner ofMilliyet Newspaper.

•

1 May 1985

•

28 May 1993

•

5 November 1994 ... Final version ofMilliyet logo designed.

•

6 May 1996 ... Milliyet The Wall Street Journal publishing life

•

commences.
26-27 November 1996 . . . Milliyet Newspaper is on Internet the first

•

time.
8 November 1997 ... Milliyet received ISO 9001 Quality Guaranty

Milliyet Art Magazine publishing life

Milliyet rewards started.
Foundation ofMedia D.

Certificate.
When we look at the market, we see that there are 35 National Newspaper in
Turkey(see appendix B). Total circulation(dailly average) is 4.228.179 in Turkey.
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et

leader is Hurriyet Newspaper which has 419.103 circulation(about 10%

et

share), second newspaper is PostaNewspaper which has 390.212

ation(about 9% market share), third is Star Newspaper which has 349.129
ation(about 8% market share), fourth is Sabah Newspaper which has 327.442
ation(about 8% market share), fifth is Zaman Newspaper which has 325.008
ation(about 8% market share), and sixth is MiLLiYET Newspaper which has
j_Q68 circulation(about 6% market share).

. Use of Internet
• When?
• For what?
• Current uses
Milliyet Newspaper, the first time on the date of26 November 1996, publishing
life commences on the Internet.
Through the Internet, you can reach to:
•

Newspaper and writers easily.

•

All issues which you want.

•

Specific topics through news index easily and you can also get news as
written. (see appendix C)

3.3. Benefits of Internet Marketing for Milliyet Newspaper
Benefits of marketing through the internet stem from the ability of a company's
product information to reach a wide audience in a relatively low cost manner. The
benefits also arise from the ability to revise Internet site information quickly
compared with other media, such as printed materials. The benefits include:
1. The Internet facilitiates direct marketing by newspapers.
2. Information that would be prohibitevely expensive to produce and distribute in
print can be placed on the Internet at least cost.
3. Changes in news and new developments can be made available quickly on-line.
4. A large number of readers across wide geographic distances can access the
information at the same time.
5. Readers information and feedback about newspaper can be gathered on-line.
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Reader questions can be answered or resolved immediately by personnel within
newspaper.
It may generate higher levels of brand awareness than TV or print advertising.

the newspapers, which are giving information fast, the Internet provides a
ium through which news can be added and modified quickly. The Internet
rides a mechanism for direct marketing or marketing to specific audience across
wide geographic area.

Concerns of Using Internet Marketing
A number of concerns may limit adoption oflnternet use for marketing purposes:
Currently the Internet reaches only certain segments of the population and,
therefore, only certain potential readers.
Slow download times for sites may also discourage potential readers.

A potential concern is lengthy download times for Internet marketing sites (Twency,
1998 ). Given the availability of a large number of sites to be visited, readers are
able to search through many sites, and back out of sites with slow download times.
If server capabilities are limited and cause delays in downloading

web-pages,

readers may become frustrated and leave the site to find another site.

3.4. Benefits of Internet for Milliyet Readers
Marketing

activity

occurs through

three types

of channels:

communication,

transaction, and distribution channels (Peterson 1997).

Communication: Exchange information between newspaper and readers. The
I

Internet

is an extremely

effective

medium

for accessing,

organizing,

and

communicating information. Peterson, et al. (1997) have identified several unique
characteristics of the Internet regarding communications:
1. The ability to store vast amounts of information that can be searched and
disseminated in a cost-effective manner which is accessible by readers on the
Net.
2. Interactivity and the ability to provide information on demand.
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Printed catalog.
;filliyet Newspaper Web site provides timely information (usually news) to readers
se of its ability for instant communication, and its availability 24 hours a day.
means more interaction, better services to readers and quicker responses.
Benefits of Internet for Milliyet Newspaper readers are :
Last minute news
Availability 24 hours a day
Availability of past issues
Lower cost of communication
Quick response of inquiries
.. etc. (see appendix D)
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. CONCLUSIONS
. Limitations of This Study
· study aims to explore the underlying Internet marketing with the objective of
lishing what the use and practical value of Internet marketing is. The
wing aspects, however, were noted:
The study on Internet marketing as exposed in the literature review was
investigated.
The fieldwork of this study has focused on the use and application of Internet
marketing in practice in selected sector and product(service).
The investigation has focused on the Internet marketing assumptions derived
from the literature, namely characteristic of the market, suggested company
marketing objectives and marketing strategies at Internet marketing. These
assumptions are based on the literature review.

4.2. Conclusions on Internet Marketing
Use of the Internet for business marketers is a reality. Television, print, newspaper,
and other traditional marketing avenues will continue to be used but those who
ignore the Internet will lose the race for competitive advantage. On the other hand,
those who have embraced the Internet have demonstrated its power and are
innovators. Many believe that we have only seen the beginning of a technological
leap.
Marketing on the Internet is a new business channel, yet in many ways it remains
the same as traditional marketing. But companies need to learn what works on Web
,,

sites, how to communicate their message and how to differentiate their Web sites.

As I examined a company(Milliyet Newspaper) who uses its Web site as a
promotional tool, for brand image building, as a distribution channel, for customer
service.
Milliyet Newspaper uses the Internet as a marketing channel which has unique
characteristics. These characteristics are:
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The ability to store, to provide, to search, to organize and disseminate a vast
amount of information. As we saw from the case, we can reach to all issues of
Milliyet Newspaper which we want. Because all issues are available on Milli yet
Newspaper Web site. We can get all issues ofMilliyet Newspaper from date of
26 November 1996 up to today.
The ability to serve as a transaction medium and as a physical distribution
medium for certain products. Milliyet Newspaper gives us information (usually
news). Its Web site also provides some advertisements and direct sales. We can
get these products or services through Milliyet Newspaper Web site.
Relatively low entry and establishment costs for sellers. Using the Web it is
possible to create easily updated virtual catalogs, on-screen order forms, online
customer support, worldwide distribution of product announcements, customer
feedback, surveys ... etc. Milliyet Newspaper also uses Internet as a survey,
reader feedback ( e-mail), product and service announcements. They benefit
from its low cost.
There are some concerns of using Internet marketing. These are (for the present):
•

Currently the Internet reaches only certain segments of the population and,
therefore, only certain potential readers for Milliyet Newspaper. Circulation of
Milliyet Newspaper as print media is higher than on the Internet.

•

Slow download times for Web site of Milliyet Newspaper may also discourage
potential readers.

The Internet gives business a better way to do the things they do. The Internet has
the capability to cut costs for selling and buying organizations. Automated
functions and instant data information can cut purchasing cycle times, reduce
human resources costs, and lower transaction costs for suppliers.
' Further to cost reductions, there is increased efficiency. Online functions for
customer service, product information, product ordering and order-tracking
functions are available to customers 24 hour a day of the year. These are valueadded services that serve to differentiate the products they compliment.
Increasingly

through

innovative

outside

relationships,

organizations

are

aggressively reshaping themselves and fundamentally changing the way they do
business.
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Today's corporations better serve their customers and their bottom line by
functioning more as a focus of resources than as an owner of resources.
Global competition has intensified with the introduction of new technologies.
Those who can exploit the opportunities of this new technology will win. Internet
marketing enables a large company to be responsive, innovative, and fast and a
small company to compete internationally with the "big boys." Information
technology changes on a month-to-month basis and sometimes week to week. The
pace of change is accelerating. To remain competitive, companies must position
themselves and commence marketing on the Internet.

4.3. Suggestions for Further Research
Referring to Tuunainen ( 1999 ) research effort may be fruitfully directed also at
different marketing contexts, as totally different problems will be encountered, for
example, software business struggles with copyright problems. It would be useful
to find the common factors contributing to the success or failure of them or the
specific context-dependent factors by analyzing values and costs in different
contexts. This could help marketers to find the practical tools for value creation,
delivering and communicating in each context. To increase our understanding of
the customers' value creation process within a Web context, further research should
be directed to a more detailed description and definition of the value creation
process itself, to recognizing and analyzing and moving away the worries of the
customers and making buying convenient. This means according to Storbacka et al.
(1999) and Anderson and Narus (1999) further translating what the benefits are
' worth in the customer's own situation. The adequate depth of the research might
best be achieved through qualitative, ethnographic methods. This kind of research
could help companies to find the relevant values, which then finally could be
created and delivered by actors contributing to or supporting the customer's value
creation process. In a value-based thinking a critical issue is whether the values to
the customers exceed the costs.
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cresting in buying daily consumer goods was on a longer term that daily routines
appeared to be relevant obstacles for Web shopping. If also monetary costs are
en into account, then the whole value chain should be looked upon from a new
der perspective than from the retailer's. What are then the relevant context and
relevant actors? Kim and Mauborgne (1999) suggest a value innovation
oach by looking across the conventionally defined boundaries of competition,
.hich means across substitute industries, strategic groups, buyer groups,
mplementary service offerings, the functional-emotional orientation of an
stry, and even across time. From the marketers' point of view it is interesting
know, what kind of business models are able to deliver value and for whom?
,'hat kind of changes in buying habits and in daily routines take place within those
useholds, which keep buying within the e-shop? What kind of effects does this
ve on the structure of the trade, wholesalers and retailers in a given context?
Which are more relevant, relationships or transactions or both? What kind of values
and for whom by developing technologies, for example, mobile shopping and
eveloping Web site design could be created? Web site technologies might also add
the seller's ways to deliver value to buyers by using marketing and promotional
tools to offer shopping experiences and other also intangible values. How much
added value could be provided by developing only the Web site and to what extent
the content of the site is crucial? Further research is also suggested on a social
dimension of shopping as an added value or cost.
There is a challenge of heightening the awareness of marketing perspective to
create a dialogue between information technologists and marketers. It could lead to
improvements in marketing practice in the Web context, and create opportunities
for success stories businesswise and technologically. Determining how to create,
deliver, and communicate value is the key marketing issue also in a virtual
environment. The value-added Web site, if only understood from a technological
perspective, is not enough to provide the total customer value. For example, the
Web site, which is technically open 24 h/day, does not really mean the availability
of goods and services 24 h/day. Therefore, a generic framework for marketing in
different Web contexts is needed.
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BA$1NDA QUYEN

Kursun geri tepti
DYP lideri Ciller'in "Kursun atan da bizim icin sereflidir" aciklamasi
buyuk sok yaratn. Mufalefet bu sozlere isyan etti ...
DSP, Ciller'in sozleri icin soru onergesi verdi. Onergede, "Devlet icin kursun
atan kisiler arasmda Ciller ve esinin gorevlendirdigi kimse var nu?" dendi.
ANAP'h Eyup A§tk "Biz para icin kursun sikanlann pesindeyiz derken Y asar
Okuyan "Hukuk devletinde boyle sey olmaz" diye tepki gosterdi.
CHP'li Saglar da "Ya ne dedigini bilmiyor ya da bilincli konusuyor" diye
elestirdigi Ciller'i aciklamaya davet etti: "Cath'yla kimlerin ne iliskisi
oldugunun belgelerini sunmak zorunda. Cath serefli ise bu serefi, devlet icin
cahsan polise, askere, memura, ogrenciye, bilim adamma, sanatciya, vatandasa
nasil aciklayacak?"
Haberi Siyaset'te

Ne guzel
ortakhk?
lkisi de kazaruyor
TEDAS Komisyonu'nda
Refahh uyelerin oylanyla Yuce Divan'a gitmekten kurtulan Ciller, koalisyon
ortagi Erbakan'a 4 milyar lira odeyecek, 22. Asliye Hukuk Mahkemesi, Ciller'i
"kisilik haklarma hakaret ettigi'' gerekcesiyle Erbakan'a tazminat odemeye
mahkum etti.

F aizsiz 4 milyar
DYP lideri Ciller, secim kampanyasmda RP lideri Erbakan hakkmda "Bosna
paralanru zimmetine gecirdigi ve eroin ka9aky1hgi yaparak para sagladigr"
yolunda iddialar ortaya atrmsti. Erbakan talepte bulunmadigi icin 4 milyarhk
tazminata faiz uygulanmayacak.
Haberi Siyaset'te

1://www.milliyet.eom.tr/1996/11/26/index.html
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Dunya Milliyet Okuyor
Bir yenilige daha imza atan Milliyet'in internet'teki ilk nushasi sadece yurttan
degil dunyadan da ses getirdi. Dunyamn dart bir yamnda yasayan ve Ti.irk
gazetelerine ulasma imkaru olmayan Turkler, Internet'ten Milliyet'e tesekkur
mesajlan yagdmyor.
Turk basm tarihine gececek bu girisim herkes tarafmdan "heyecan verici"
olarak karsilandi. Internet'teki ilk gunumuzde rnilliyet. com. tr adresini 100 bine
yakm okur ziyaret etti. Sanal ortama aktardigmuz dogru, yansiz, kaliteli bilgi
ve guncel haberlerle, smirlan astik, zaman kavrarmm ortadan kaldirdik. ..
internet'ten Sayfas1'nda

'Saldm plam Kockaya'nm'
Yilmaz, yumruklama olaynnn perde arkasmdaki ismi acikladi
ANAP lideri Mesut Yilmaz,
Budapeste'de kendisine saldiran kisinin
dun gazeternizde fotografi yaymlanan
Veysel Ozerdem olabilecegini soyledi:
"Tabii kesin bir sey soylemek zor. Arna
fotograf cok benziyor. Anladigim
kadanyla da saldmyi orgutleyen ismail
Kockaya."
Berna Yilmaz ise saldirgan konusunda daha kesine yakm konusuyor: "Yuzde
90 ihtimalle saldtrgan, fotografi cikan kisi. Tabii bir boy fotografi olsa daha
ernin olurdum." Bayan Yilmaz, saldmmn planh oldugunu vurguluyor: "Biz
istesek daha da ileri gidebiliriz, demek istediler."
Fikret Bila'mn Ko~eyaz1s1 Y azarlar'da

'Burnu daha yakisti'
Gerginligini atan Berna Yilmaz esprili anlatiyor: "Mesut'a operasyondan sonra,
takrldim. Burnun daha estetik oldu, dedim. 0 da, 'fazla umitlenme, bir gun
sonra yine eski haline <loner' diye karsihk verdi. (Fotograf: Burhan Elis]

'Yilmaz'a ben vurdum'
Veysel Ozerdem, "ANAP lideri Mesut Yilmaz'i ben
vurnrukladtrn'' dedi. bzerdem,Yilmaz'1 Susurluk olayi
ardmdan, yaptig, aciklamalarda Abdullah Cath aleyhinde
soyledigi sozlerden dolayi yulmklad1gim bildirdi.
H5iberi Siyaset'te

,://www.milliyet.eom.tr/1996/1 l/26/index.html
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Total Circulation of Market
&

Circulation of Milliyet Newspaper

• Total Circulation of Market
&
Circulation of Milliyet Newspaper
Weekly Averaze Newspaper Sales ( 26 May-1 June)
Price (TL)
Newspapers
W .A.Net Sales
Previous Week
419.103
Hurrivet
417.617
300.000
390.212
200.000
Posta
387.775
349.129
340.616
200.000
Star
327.442
327.731
300.000
Sabah
Zaman
325.008
323.907
300.000
MiLLiYET
253.068
249.722
200.000
Vatan
229.368
238.981
200.000
224.933
199.707
200.000
Fanatik
194.448
100.000
Haberturk Yann
158.581
200.000
192.149
195.686
Ak~am
134.534
146.067
200.000
Pas Fotornac
138.345
137.534
200.000
Takvim
131.500
129.390
150.000
Gunes
113.094
111.008
300.000
Turkive
109.652
109.174
150.000
Gozcu
108.913
300.000
109.387
Yeni Safak
150.000
108.539
105.549
Sok
150.000
103.007
105.189
D.B. Terci.iman
300.000
78.095
80.860
A Vakit
500.000
47.541
47.929
Cumhuriyet
300.000
42.302
42.077
Radikal
150.000
41.685
40.733
Bulvar
500.000
41.508
42.100
Di.in ya
150.000
28.895
29.517
H. 0. Tercuman
250.000
28.167
28.453
Yenicag
300.000
13.248
13.343
Milli Gazete
500.000
8.582
8.617
F. Forum
7.374
350.000
7.382
Yeni Asya
350.000
6.954
6.935
Y. Ozgur Gundem
5.653
400.000
5.751
G. Evrensel
150.000
3.395
3.440
Once Vatan
250.000
2.701
2.990
Ortadogu
300.000
2.789
2.789
Y. Mesai
1.849
1.768
1.000.000
T. Daily News
1.582
1.570
50.000
Hurses
4.146.435
4.228.179
TOTAL
Resource : Yay-Sat, BBD and Star Distributors

APPENDIXC
Interview with Milliyet Newspaper

Interview with Milliyet Newspaper
Question: When did you start to use of Internet?
We started publishing ofMilliyet on Internet on 26 November 1996 the first time.

Question: For what do you use the Internet?
•
•

To reach a wide reader in a relatively low cost.
To revise Internet site information quickly compared with other media.

Question: What are current uses on Internet for Milliyet Newspaper?
There is main page when it is opened. On this page; there are links and you can reach
through these links to what you want. For instance; last minute news, economy news,
sport news, life and automobile informations, TV programs . . . etc.
There are also some e-mail addresses and through these addresses, readers can easily
reach to Milliyet Newspaper and writers.

Question: What are benefits of Internet Marketing for Milliyet
Newspaper?
Benefits which are:
•

It facilitiates direct marketing

•

On the Internet at least cost

•

Changes can be made available quickly on-line

•

A wide geographic distances

•

Feedback can be provided on-line

•

It provides higher levels of brand awareness

•

It gives information fast

Question: Do you think, are there concerns of using Internet
Marketing?
Yes, we as Milliyet Newspaper, have some concerns about using Internet marketing.
These are slow download times and for the present, Internet reaches only certain
segments of population.

a XICINJlddV

QUESTIONNAIRE

FORM

Our aim is to research using and benefits of Milliyet Newspaper on the
Internet. Results will be used for graduation project which is about
benefits of Internet as a tool marketing. It is not necessary to write your
name on this questionnaire form.
Age:

.

Sex:

.

1-) Do you use the Internet?
a-) YES

b-)NO

2-) Do you read Milliyet Newspaper on the Internet?
a-) YES

b-)NO

3-) Do you read Milliyet Newspaper orderly on the Internet?
a-) YES

b-)NO

4-) How do you comment Milliyet Newspaper Web site?
a-) UNSUCCESSFUL
b-) SATISFACTORY

c-) $UCCESSFUL

.

(

5-) Do you benefit from its Web site?
a-) YES

b-)NO

6-) Do you think, is there some problems with its Web site?
a-) YES

b-)NO

Prepared by: Sebahattin YILDIZ

